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Seen & Heard Says Pilot Was Involved In
4. Around 4. Events Leading To Killing
MURRAY

19'

1.00

By THOMAS K. HARVEY
United Press International
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Vol. LXXXVIII No. 45

THIEVES SMASH SAFE AT
EMMY LATE LAST-NIGHT -

under investigation again in Garrison's new probe.
Kamm Of Investeraties
Fine said in a cepygdtied „kite-Mee EN/tun:ley with the New
Orleans States-Item said he was
a "getaway pilot In an elaborete
plot" to kill Kennedy
Garrison said he had feared
Ferrie might commit suicide.
-Because of this
we had
reached • decision to arrest him
(Continued On Page Eiden

NEW ORLEANS
— Olierator
a prinsteservice whom Dig. Attn. Jim Garrison said was involved in events
leading to the assassination of
President Kennedy Was found dead
Wednesday a few days befbre parneon planned to arrest him
A bottle of pins wan found
nearby, along with an unsigned
Four business and professional
We received two books In the mail note calling the world a "loathpersons from the Murray area are
from the U13 Oonintission on some" paace.
A Murray State University chem- among 114 West Kentuckians en'The district attorney caned the
Civil Rights which we promptly
istry professor has received a Nat- rolled In a Management pevelopHenry Ward
Thieves entered Kirksey School locked, the
FICTURE
NEEDED
death
of
David
W
Ferric,
thieves apparently
49,
apMed astay in File 13
knal Science Foundation Faculty ment Training Mere at Paducah last night, smashed open a safe would
parent suicide
have broken a glass tO
The pubeisher of the Ledger and
Junior
College.
Fellowship for graduate etude toin the school office and took ap- gain admittance it is believed
Coroner Nicholas J. Mena said (intim is in
OM Is named Racial Isolation in
receipt of a letter
Bach participant in the 12- proximatey
ward the PhD. degree.
$300.
the Public Schools vehich is 276 death resulted from a blood ves- from Mrs J E Kindred, of
week,
non-credit course attends
PasBeginning in September, Howell
Making their way to the school
The Sheriff's office is working
pages long and the other is Ap- sel rupture at the base off the „den& naneorenn inn, desires to
one
three-hour session each week. on the case today
R Clark, assistant protegee and
with the as- office the thieves used a sledge
pendices Racial Isolation in dte team
obtain a pecture of Junes EdThe School of....Busine.se at Mur- sistance
member of the Murray
ty
The coroners office. however.
of Murray Police Chief hammer and literally smashedt1W
Public Schools and Is MO Pages
nerds, former Judge in Murray
since 1063. will be on Yore of ray State University Is coordinat- Brent Manning who took several front of the side. The door of the
long. There is no telling whet it declined to be veethe
Wh3t before len The family has Metabsence while he attends Vand- ing the ciesseork and providing fingerprints.
safe was siernmed by the
oost the tax payer to have these reght have cauaed the vessel to we
,a the immediate family and
the facility. Nine professors, drawn
erbilt University in Naiderine.
until it became concave
Deputy Sheriff Curt Willoughby
sledghamr
pending the
two bookg printed and die'
rbPtbre
outc(e'le c't lacks a picture of Mr Weeds,
ad
.
The fellowship, equal to his re- from several departments of the said this morning that the thieves in shape. puling the rivets from
tests -tech
•`
to every illitellaPer
•
nether
university,
of
"
Kindred
are
Any
teaching
gular teaching salary, is for a
the var- entered the school by a west Win- the hinges Indentations in the
414-ne
States %Veil Mt that '1
ii
ious sessions
picture is eatperiod of 16 months.
dow. The window apparently was safe door indicate Mainly where
of the neyappers Bed
contact
the
Participants
Ledger
and
are receiving In- not locked and was just
Cert. a native of Calloway
Lines pilot. was found Mad in
raised the sledge hammer nit.
Frankfort, Ky., Feb 23 — The
just as we did.
A copy of the picture will
struction
in economics, labor re- by the thieves. Veen had
County, received his bachelor's dethe bedroom oe his apartment in
it been
primary objective of his campaign
The thieves left by the door
be
de
with
no
lations,
damage
finance, psychological as* nom Murray State and his
6
to the
Is to unite people who are devoti
They will be well read by the an upper middile-elem neighbor- original
and this morning two open doors
' t Vanderbilt. He work- pects of human relations, producthood
ed to programs for the benefit eil
Daily Worker stage Inileileer, lookand an open window were found
research and develop- ion management and oommuntClaims Aamininaties TM
ing for more riot Mittens!.
an Kentuckians. Henry Ward sine
when school authonces reached
'stories of Shen Pet- ions.
Garrenn described the dead man
here today in ftling officially as
the school.
Those
attending
from
the
Company
Houston
Mur,
nee
in
tor
en
one of history's most import• candidate for the Democratic
Five Manse couples ere pnnnsix years before returning to ray area are Roger Miler, Route
Several filing cabinets were movtd a trip to Daylight' leach. ant individuals" and said he was
gubernatorial nomination
One, Murray. superriaor with Genurran
"invoived
in
events
culminating
ed in order for the thieves
in
Florida.
'T am not interested In developeral
Tire:
Charles
Morgan
and
Durilig MIN Chelt served as
the a.ssanunauon
of President
make room to swing the
ing a Ward faction of the Demosecretary
Lake Stephen P Robersen. both of
the
hammers Fingerprints were
Lady oat on We. Mein yestenillY Kennedy'
cratic party.' he said "I want to
Route
One,
Herten,
and both
Bet
-Son at the Admideln ClasenGarrison, at a hurried news confrom these filing cabinets.
unite and work with Kentuoklans
supervisors with B
Goodrich:
sal Society.
ference, announced dramatically he
(Continued Os Page alibi)
who share the same interests that
and
James
Inman,
Box 119, HardDeputy Witloughby said that no
the
He is the third member
now was not even aompting the
I have — and these are a eonone reported seen in the are,
ideet chemistry and geology de- in.
theory that Lee Hervey Cieraid
tirsuetion of the effcrts to make
morning d
Fire oonsunied the house and although yesterday
partment to receive such a fellowkilled Kennedy in 1163.
Kentucky a better place in which
contents of Mr and Mrs. James strange oar was seen melting otie
ship in recent years.
have no resew%
believe at
to live
the alio&
Hargis. west
The others are Dr Donald 0
dirkary on the circle
the time that Lee Honey Oswald
The Oriloway County Leiters
"I am gratified that people in
Backerabsing Road. on Monday alMIAS DOW at Georgia State OdMed anybody in Dalai on Nov. basketball team crowned their 1967
The thieves congisidi wrecked
every oounty in Kentucky have
. -hanne-was-henie et
in Miens, who
▪
risertamt said —
ellegnebillt QUIRE at the lest home responded
die sate and soar labial the
to this type of camtime at the fire and everything
bla PhD In chemistry ' at the
The Warren Commission headed game with Heath on Tuesday
Ilia
k
money left, leaving about five
at She. was lost
Paten objective, and have joined University of Tennessee in lee.
in the flames
by US Chief Justice Mari War- Mitt.
Naiads Mess st INIurray, died
In the movement to win the nomA shower will be held Tuesday, dollars In chutes scattered on the
Said Arnun L. Clerk assitant pro- Wedireeday
ren concluded Oswald was the asMiss Charkee Young, senior,
floor.
dadpro, at her
irusuon In May and final sessmon
February M, at 7:30 pin. at tbe
fessor of geokiel, who is owerentlY ham
amgla..and acted alone.
dssightsr of Mr. and Mrs Melvin
in liestiges Ma, Tenn
In November They Mende- perKinney school, sponsored by their
at Tealleeite
The nearest
Garrison disegreed teat weekend Young of- Kirtsey, is the 1987
abaft 158
.
The diesaied
spilitved by her friends. AS
sons from every segreern or Kenof the fainey's clothes yards from the school and ne
DineeLLNG CIMMIN, Ky
— in announcing ens office had been Qeeen. She Is a member of the tucky life and every
husband.
Nick
Wallas*
of
Btenphone of the
were also lost In the fire.
• one repertedePans edense sounds
Clem
Haakins, star
basketball Investigating to?' three month. • Hickory Grove Church of Clirist various groups
is Mina Tern, ban dinedisra and
whkei make up
Mr, and Mrs Hargis were at or other occurrences witch ay..
Mayer for nettonally ranked West- conspiracy to kill Kennedy hatch- wbere site attends regularly with
one son, ail of Detroit. ISM Althe Demoeratic party." Ward conwork at Murray State University peered suspicious,
ern Kentucky has been given the ed in New Orleans
her parents
ien McCoy cr Murray Is a nephew
tinued
at the tine of the fire. Thetr 18
Ferries name was mentioned in
go &heed to play but Hintopper
The queen Is an active member
Funeral
services
will
be held year old son, Ronald Hargis,
-They also Include e01710$016 InOn Tuesday night three welding
who
roach Joinnny Oldham said the the Warren Commission Report of FBLA and the Pep Club Her
Friday at the Ridgway Funeral
derendeni voters -- both Demoworts at Calvert City had only at MayfieLd were entered and
6-3 senior would not May in Bat- and he was questioned here ehort- favorite hobbies are sewing and
Home
at
Dover,
Tenn., where fri- left the house
crats and Republicans — whose
about forty-five about $2540 taken from each
urdey niebt's mine against Mur- ly after the menesinetion He came reading She plans to attend colends may call
interest in the welfare
minutes before the fire. He had one. The schools were Lee School,
then
lege next year but is undecided
ray.
members or
Faculty
Moray
state rens above partisan politics.
been welting nights and had been Washington School and East ColQr A. Mandl Lipscomb. Haaon • major.
-The watchword of my admin- State University have formed •
sleeping during the day just be- lege.
Miss Young's esoort was Larry
t
kind Phedelan. said the star could
istration will be: 'Integrity.' To local fund raising cantlengn in
fore leaving the house. They are
play with a wrapped wrist
Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lima night a school at Oland
me that means integrity ot pur- Western Kentucky for CRI A, the
the only members of the family
Heaktne injured his wire in •
Charles Wilson of Basel.
Rivers was entered also with
pose and Integrity in performance. Cortenittee to Rescue Italian Ar..
living
at
the
house.
game Feb. 6 with Murray A latThe junior attendant was Miss
money taken from a cabinet in
— -I do not intend to mete a pro- Mrs Anne Markham. English DeAny Items for the Hargis fenny
er examination showed a bmken
Mary Jane Rhoaders, daughter of
the school office.
Funeral services for
mise that I know cannot be kept partment, Dr Prank Steely. Henwill
appreciated,
be
a
apokesman
bone
Mr and Mrs Ray Rhoades of
I intend to keep any promises that PCY Department and Joins D. Meluttin of 719 Poplar Street are said.
Local authorities found some
Oithern said Haskins would need
Knit/bey. Her escort was Stan Key,
I make That's whet I mean by Mooney. loon CRI.A. chairmen, being held today at, two pm at
evidence other than the fingerthe extra time to get adjusted to
son at Mr. and Mrs Calvin Key
announced
have
Division,
that
Art
the J H. Churchill Funeral Horne
integrity
prints 11,-hich were taken.
the tape He added the senior
the residents of Murray all have chapel with Rev Lloyd Ranier
Fuel Michael Rose was the on- of Mee
would probably play in the Hill- ly person
KM
Cathy
Johnston,
daughter
donating
opportunity
to
of
the
from Canoway County
and Rev. Johnson Earley officiatThe robbery was discovered by
toppers Monday night game with to be
the mute this Saturday evening ing Burial will be in the
inducted in the February of Mr and Mrs. Joe Johnston of
Mr Riley Carter, school custodian
Murray
Austin Perky
Murray.
was
sophomore
the
atState
entrances
Murray
to
at the
draft call on Monday. according
Cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs Sam Kelley and and he notified school authorWestern won til0 OIDO VaDey to Mrs
Fieldhouse when the MurrayOusele Adams chief est tendant and her escort was Ken
Mr. Meluitn, age 76- Palmed
family will be honored with a ities who In turn called the SheraConference crown Monday nigh* of Local
Miller.
of
son
Mr.
and Mrs. WilWestern beeketbei game will be way Tuesday at the
Board No 10 of the
St Bernard household shower on Friday, Feb- iff's often
with • win over ElestertrKentucky Selective
liam B. Miner of Anne
bald, or by sending contributions Ramie& Jonesboro, Art.,
Serene
and is ruary pt. sponsored by Mw-ray
Another
In
the
series
The freshman attendant was
Jerry Wallace has been acting
to CRIA., 't Art Divielon, Mur- survived by his wife.
Rose, son of Mr and Mrs Duel
tint R. Me- Star Chepter No. 433 Order of
cussions on the "Tight Cheat Deas principal of the 'tenon 'since
ray State University
Wee. 801 North lath Street, and Mies Joan Broach. daughter
turn. one daughter, Mrs George the 15astern Star.
cisions"
wia
be
held
by
the
Murthe ienem of M B Rogers. the
Regional chairman for Kentucky, D Henry. three
married to the former Rosetta Mr and Mrs Kenton Broach of ray
brothers. two
The family lost their home and
Branch ot the American Asprincipal
Dr Dario Cove University of Lou- granddaughter-s. and one grandShekell, was sworn in at Nash- Coldwater, and her escort was sociation
contents
by
recently.
fire
of
Persons
University
Women
on isville estimates that 132.000.000 is
It Is thought that poissibby the
ville, Tenn., and then sent to Pen Lamb, son of Mr and Mrs Monday,
son
',Wang
to
give
gifts
February
may
take
27,
at seven needed urgently to begin work of
J. C. Lamb of Lynn Grove.
The District Committee of the Fort Beneng. Os..
same group or gang is responsible
The
for training
J.
H
Churchill
Funeral
them
to
pm.
Masonic
the
at
Han
the
on Frihome of Mrs. John
Chief Chennubby District, Tour He
Lase year's queen. Miss Carolyn
restoration
is • graduate of Calloway
Horne is in Marge of the ar- day between the hours of one to for most or all of the school
Rivers Council, Boy Scouts of County
Faye ninon, daughter of Mr and Bryant on Magnolia Drive.
breekins reported this week in
The November 4 floods demot- rangements.
High School .
the
Miss
p.m.
Beth Broach and Mrs
4 America will meet Friday evenWestern Kentucky.
ed the city of Florence, Italy and
Also inducted Monday was Rev. etre. Clayton Fulton of Murray, Bryant will be
the leaders for the
ing. February 34 at the Pere Joseph
caused an incalenable amount of
Wilkins, transfer from presented Mies Yoeng with a discussion on the topic
of "VietPresbyterian Church, °evert City,
clown long stein red roses
human muttering and loss of the
Pitteburgh, Pa
now serving as
stareing at 7:30 pm.
The queen was crowned by Henartistic treasures of Western civiminister of the Wayrnan's Chapel
Interested
persons
are
invited
to
TM' meeting is for all in- Methodist
ry Armstrong, son of Mr. and
lization Borne 850 works of art
Church
Mrs
Adams
attend.
stitutiorwil representatives of sponand thousands of volumes of manseed Rev Wilkins did not request Mrs. Thomas Lee Armstrong of
soring orgenizations and district deferment
uscripts and books ean be redue to his being a min- Lynn Grove Clayton Hargrove,
committee members
son of Mr and Mrs T. C. Harstored if the urgently needed
ister
grove of Stella, presented Mae
funds can be raised
Twenty-six Cailoway Count/
Resiewets of Murray and Calentreats went for physical ett.7 Young with a gold basketball.
loway Cot•nty are eked to help
amination on Monday along with a symbol of her honor.
In this national campaign to refifteen trander students at Murstore the priceless artifacts damray State University
By Vatted Tree taternadsasi
The funeral for Mns Effie Gar- med by flood: waters, mud and
Mrs Adams said the draft cal
land, of the Coldwater community fuel all mann
for March 6 is for two for inWest Kentucky — Partly cloudy duction
Student volunteers will be at
has been scheduled for Friday at
and none for physical
and windy this afternoon and toA two vehicle accident occurred two pm. at
examination,
the chapel of the a/I entrances to the fieldhouse
night Meetly sunny Friday with
this morning at 8:05 on Main Max H Churchill Funeral
Home Saturday evening with containers
chance of • foe light snow flurStreet in front of Corvette Lanes, with Bro.
John C Wyatt and to coiled funds for the mammies
ries extreme north this afternoon
according to Entt James Wither- Bra Frederick
Ooltharp officiat- restoration protect
and early Friday Cool this afterspoon of the Murray Police De- ing Burial will be in
Recently N.B.0 -TV produced an
the Elm
noon A little cooler tonight and
partment
hour long program, "Bravo PicasOcoee Cemetery.
Friday High this afternoon 36- --- —
Michael Z Defiled, 1311 Minn
so", in which a painting 'Melt
Winds southwesterly
Mrs Garland, see 77, died Wed- Pimento contrtbuted, was auction42
A household shower for Mr, and Street, Apartment M. defying a
miles per hour and gusty. shift- Mrs Ben yitalidrat. will be held 1966 Pontiac two door owned by nesday at the Murray-Oalloa a v ed for $106,000 Proceeds from this
ing to northerly In the afternoon. Saturday, February 25, at 230 Tarry °oaten, was making a left County Hospital alter'-an illness auction went to help the city of
Low tonight 14-30. High Friday p to. at the Temple HID Methodist turn off of North 15th Street on- of only one day.
Florence.
30-.36 Probability of meseurable Church,
to Mein Street going east. Henry
AM contributions are tax deSurvivors are three sons. Oben.
precipttation north portion Mout
Mr and Mrs. Weldrop lost their Sanders, Easel Route Two, drivAlton, and Joseph D Garland, one ductible.
10 per cent Outlook for Saturday, home and an of the contents in- ing a 1964 Dodge two ton truck,
--------brother. Claude Andrews of Parpartly cloudy and conttnued cold chiding their clothes by fire on was pulling out from Corvette
RUMMAGE SALE
is, Tenn, one half enter, Mrs
Lanes onto Matn going west The
Tuesday morning.
Dalian New of Faleiand, OklaKentaidry Lee: 7 am 364.5. up
Anyone wishing to donate cloth- two vehicles hit head on. fee
A riiIMIDAWP sale will be held at
homa, six grandchildren, and ten
0f, below dam 304. up 06
ing and furniture prior to the Witherspoon said
the American Legion flail on Satgreat
grandchildren
Barkley Lake: 363 7, down 0.1i shower may take them to the MNo ettenons were reported to
urday, February 25, starting at
below dam 315.7, up 39
bert leutrelts old home place lo- have been lamed by the Police
In charge of arrangements LA seven am., sponsored by the Mur&melee 5:36, Emmet 5.41.
cated In miles met of Aline near during the past twenty-four hours, the Max H. Churchill Funeral ray Branch of the American AsThe safe at Ittritsey Scheel was amaribed by thieves iset night and
approximately $306
Moon sets 6:44 am.
according to department records Home where friends may call.
the Temple HIS Church
*mew The sae was beaten open by • sledge h Ammer.
sociation ot University Women.

a

Semmese ailed the other d a y
v..u.ting to know WelO the Secretary of the Ult. Department of
Transportation is. This is a new
cabinet post and we dld not know
who the secretary is We do now
He is Allen 8. Boyd. 44 year old
Florida lawyer

r. 4P

t. 69e
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Chemistry Instructor Local People Enroll
At MSU Is Winner Of In Management Course
Fellowship Grant

Elementary School Safe Broken
Apart And $300 In Cash Stolen

Henry Ward
Files For
Governor

49'

59°

?c
rig 45`

Clem Haskins
Will-Not Play -Here Saturday

ic

._
49'

Queen Crowned
At Calloway
High Tuesday

Home Burned
On Monday
Near Kirksey

a

a

I

Mrs. Jack Wallace
Dies On Wednesday_

a

a

Committee Is Formed
Here To Aid In The
Restoring Of Art

Oc

a

Funeral For Clifford
Melugin Held Today

Euel Rose Is
Only Draftee

_ 391
'1.00

meted

Another Of Series
Discussion Is Set

Family Will Be
Honored On Friday

a

59
(

Of

District Committee
Scouts Will Meet

'1.00

VC
'1.00

Mrs. Effie Garland
Funeral Is Friday

WEATHER REPORT

'1.00

Accident Reported
On Main Street

?c

Shower For Couple
Is Planned Saturday

10'

lb. 7'

1g 49'
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
siding
A speech contest was held with the
Judges being, Mr. Hendon and Mr
Scott both of Ilium State University.

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED * LEDGER & TOGS PUBLISKLIMI COMPANY. Inn.
Daosalicianou atthe Murray bedew Mei Cann* Timm and Tht
nines-kieraid, October 10. 1130, an Me West Esatudgian. Jannars
•
1. 1161.

1
1
1.
1.

tucky Is My Lend", Judy Bruncahwykr, "Choose The American Idea
David Smith."Repeat of the Gettysburg Address"

THURSDAY -- FEBRUARY 23, 190?
protect Ouard against uterine cancer, have
painless
The Pap ten, is a
ure for detecting uterine cancer The a Pap test every jtenr.
American Cancer Society urges all
adult wonain to have a Pap test an.
nuaily. 14100 *omen died of uterine
cancer Met year. The American Society mitinstes that most of them
could have been need by early doand prompt trostaneet.

e

1

A game was played and Glen Sims,
In Puckett and Jan Miller were area agent In youth, expressed ha
JAMIE C. WILLIAMS, PI1ILER11011
the winners of the contest.
appreciation to those who had parnew so noses any Advertising. Latins le the Editor
ete reearre
Those nankin:stag and their sub- actin/led in the contest.
David Bonner. reporter
31r Public Vales tens Wan,
tew analeln are 014 tor the bog toThe Ahneflec
New Concord 4-H
Jett *ere Sieve McCunten, "Why
urea ot our readers.
Glad I'm -An Amerika:1i"; Ken
'Tin
Club Has Meeting
by nand Pane Magessuissli
Pickett, -Daniel Boone, the Peerless
KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS
.11‘TIONAL SZYSISSENTATIVES WALLACE WITIMEt CO., leeS
tootiag op 21•1•1•, borates, trolorm of
=Mena Ave., leemvais, "leo.; Men & Ian BM& Jaws reek. U. Tater
Tisinsiss. lab."211. the
Hunter and Pioneer", Owen Oarri...mar are. be or look seise Sal oism '
ingowlean air*. DetriaL
The New tkneord 4.-H Club cart an Dog. Man's Best Pnerid", RobSth day af 1987 with 311 to LArearttes.. •Mh•erjr .11..rden - -Dancer
Tuesday. Neiman 21 at the actioul art Breleford, "What Mabee The
904 'Moyle a ullf.%11.1S lift •WI
O!.
1113tieed at ibe Peat Once, Murray. Ireetucky, tor sraessendoe
icrii, ea. beak, 411“retle. larre••• and
with
the
president,
Lynn
The
moon Ls in its first Tauter.
Dunn, pre. Price of Beef": Jan Miller, "Raineon C3a• Annan
revelatt• poesag• IN 4 11 1.15 of pool SO.'
The morning star is iXers.
1911,* it My Ow ••••••,e, Tti44.411, •4
fklarelPTION RAMO: ay taw* Is Murray. pee weak wk. ast =ma
The evening stars
load Drug,
Venue,
year. Mae: siveskile
Sua
caeowas &ma odadowe awwwki.
Jenne:. and
,
Thaw barn tong are under
Owlesienne Cleki IOW n • Cemassaisy le Ow
the eign et Pima
7q
.
1 114/11
Or illorwoor
hernia eatspasse Frederic HanThe Lard is good, a stronghold in the day of trouble:
dal wan beta on ins day in in15.
THURSDAY - FEBRUARY 23, 1967
and he knoweth them that trusteth in hirn. -Nahum 1:7.
On this day in history IDesperation is often God's uportunity But let not despair
In UV Genera *where 'hayWRAT'REEDS CRIME?
ing and ha American soli:hers de- I be the only motive for seeking and trusting God.
•
feated Owierail Santa Anna in —
the Main of autos. Vista, Mapco.
110
completed
•4
Crime
Commission
has
Johnson
itirEaDtliT
In 043. AL lassaine manure*
twenty -won isstdUy and has filed Its lengthy report
fired as shells at an ad Tannery
endations after investing 11,850,000.00.
near Santa Barbara, Calif It was
the Lrst of suds an attack oa
,• It is interesting to note that many of the recornmendaAmerican in! in World War U.
Ilints'barte been twee even while the study was going on.
(l
POGIlitIED lICT
In 1945. its members of the
/Viso that during that same period crime has increased at a fifth division of the United States
Much faster rate tnen ever before. As could easily have been Marines pl'a.nted the American
•••••
enticiganed.,the ilosly, whether rightly or erroneously, names rise lace Mi. eurlasoln on Iwo
Jima
verily and mind discrimination as the two leading causes
In /816. monieilitenedian
Sten
STRIP TEASE. Patti White,
crime and timienliens.sion recommends that both be elimi- Laurel cl Laurel an Hardy :Salwho was a schoolteacher till
ed
cited
at
the
age
of 44.
lted as quickly as possible.
she changed 100, Is greeted
PETE Oa ROTAIO MOW E RtS
A
fa
the 3ay -S
by neorgia's 3ny Lester
It seems genteel statistic-s were used liberally in making
man noiehst Irwin Snow once
Maddox at "Little People's
study and nee ennnission member, the chief of poLice of wrote: "There are too many
books
Day" in-the governor's Manhaven't read, too inanY Places I
-Fsaecieco. NOM io have been-oeseruled in his unasianee
sion in Atlanta. This was
police brutality has been over-einphasized. He insists haven': etn too many memories
after she picketed his office
I haven't kept long enough."
to support more teacher pay.
police officers are tolerant in the extreme and are vic-
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A Bible Thought For Today
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BEAT INFLATION
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10 MODELS w mpipi
Choose from 6-8-10-12 h.p.

red

by criminals who take advantage of them.
711E Wen nal tee likerepaing crime rate among juveniles
cancer mre beukn suoterine
k
nes
. tilszt‘,ren
311110 le Web= WOW (cc adult delinquency), but saying
teco-liWgIn OW at every one hundred will be arrested ap...ty st-an't'
.*k .
4rherdi that 14.090
a non-lestIls-Vielallan charge before he rrarhes maturity wawa succumbed to this rin/ea./. in
been ban been cn&
a gross error aad a direct result of faulty statistics. The 19.11- li their"
cowered and treated in time. many
fact is tbat more than ninety per cent of preeent-day of these wan= would have been
.have never been arrested on any charge, including saved. Women: Plot uterine cancer.
Why the discrepancy? For the simple rea- Have a Pap tea eon year
flotations.
tic
l/east pohce records fail to show most teen-age crime*,
_am other disorders, are committed by the same infinitesi44,000 women w1X &joist owe*4
minority of unhappy, discontented teen-agers. Out at
Meer this year. If their dlasaill 1
$60 automobiles stolen last year in one city of less than a discovered early enough, most w11
zazty
undred thousand, 200 were stolen by one person! Probably be cured A Pap ten can detect ut
wine cancer even before sYmPtcens
of the other 160 were stolen by repeaters.
,
appear. The American Cancer So.1
With as limited information as we have on the elaborate ciety lanes all saint women to have
study. It would be presumptious to brand it as a waste a Pap test annually
rt
n:11
4ese and public Inrids With crime increasing in leaps and
bounds we think President Johnaon is justified in using she
'Llegotarces of the nation In an attempt to determine once and
ese_Ja the causes of crime, then to take stens as MOM"
ller resources will permit to reduce It. We seriously Omit ,
rib-deter sentiment for the criminal, while ignoring the
suffering of the intim wilt get us very far towards reducing
crime.
4
,
aii
Remove fear of the cops from the minds of criminallyyouth and we make a major contribution in increasdecreasing, crime. The same holds true, in multiplied
• , with the professional member of an organized syndiVita.
•

t
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Quotes From The News
ny MMUS mass orroaxersosies,
NEW ORLEANS -- Dist Atty Jim Garriaon, who is investigating the assassination of President Kennedy:
"I have no Tenon to believe at this time that Lee Harvey
Oswald killed anybody in Dallas on November 22."
WASHINGTON - Sen. Gaylord Nelson, D.-Wis., calling
for a carigressional investigation of secret CIA subsidies.
wiretapping by the government, aril thl use of detective
Usages:
"I think we have reason to he gravely concerned as to
whether the United States. perhaps unwillingly and unwittingly, is veering away from its traditional role as a tree nation, drifting toward a paseive acceptance of &be repulsive
.racties of a police state"

DRAFT IIIACNES OUT - Denim aseretary Robert Me.
Mama tells reporters In
Waghlengan that the draft
in helm admidled to some
30 000 men wha enlisted In
civilian ramps units but
have ndt continued to serve
in thee. Them mak he said,
are 'now eajoyteg draft de/Anna* !Chad contributing .. to les reserves.

MADISON, Wu -- Student Senate President Gary Zweitel after student antiwar demonstrators threatened to keep
the University of Wisconsin chancellor, the dean of rtudents
Ind Zwelfel captive in their offices until charges against
acne of the protestots were dropped -The functions of the university have been penerted in
the name of a right to dissent. but obstruction, is not a right."
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Marble
Works

galgi WWI a Roar SW* and Onsisimatim

Murray

WOW A 11111111 KOL111 SAIIT- R.p Richard B. Schuriker,
R-Pa.. and wife Claire proudly introduce they sew eon
Rxharn Jr. who came pretty cS:se to being • White Fli‘use
tuby They were attemlum a
rerention there when MenS,l' ‘eiRee became an sire Of labnr pains. They mark a
'
•.,
.414-1CLeori-2e
-on Iniivetwit.,

builders of Pine Memoriam
Porter White - branafher
/53-1112
111 Maple St

McCuiston Auto Electric
New Concord Road

Phone 753-3175
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AVOID SPRING FEVER!
FEBRUARY 17th THROUGH 24th

COME ONE-COME ALL

REGISTER NOW!!

COMPACTSTUDILLACS
4-PLY NYLON

* RIZES
* PRIZES
1 Set of New Guardian Prem--ium Tires to fit your car.
4 - 2nd Place Winners Car
Wash( I each).
3 - 4 Tires Balanced
MCC

PAsSENGER TIRk. tea Is
REPAIRED raga!

FREE!

TIRE MOUNTING!

rurct
TattiN6
THESE SIZES

iHESF CARS
NU TUT
Chevy Corvette, Dodge,
ford. laircurv. Nash,
Plymouth, Rambler,
Studebakee
11111141CT
aenerican, theca lescial.
Barrecuds. Chevy II,
Develle. Comet CCoaeir.
Dot /*tone. felcom,
Latteer, Mustang.
Olds FM,Tainpeet,
Valant Ways45 European Car Models

1120 13 560/590/600 13.
640,650 13.
100 13. 695 14,
735 14,77514
135/145.380.
560 15 685 IS,
715.15. 775.11

700 ,. „

, ,22,„
%IV

vial lio SIAS
dopalmillw
use, saeLatirx.

wift:E1, RALANCINt.
With Purchases!
TIRE INSPECTION!
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY!
TIRE ROTATION!

else. easibame.

ADDRESS
TELEPHONE

CARROLL TIRE SERVICE
YOUR

sit 753-1489
U.S.

ROYAL

"08

NAME

BIG WINNERS THIS WEEK . . . REGISTER NOW!! (Drawing will be on the 25th of Feb.)

—

•

They'll settle all doubts for years to
come!

J114464•14,
Phu VAT.
1116-68 to 114 86
eloseadles ea

1105 Pogue Avenue

4

Meanwhile, take a hard leek at your
tires. If there's any doubt about them,
ask us about the new 4-ply nylons we're
featuring right now,

Mink wall,
Plum ly T

GUARDIAN PREMIUM NYLON
WAN puy - Looks Ike a
clean hit where that light
airplene topic out Use living
room windows of Apartment
16K in Chkago. Only the
two flyers were killed.

s

$1.00 WHEEL BALANCING!
Just fill in the coupon below, cogne In
and drop it in our box. Nothing to buy!
No obligation!

T
8114 loNSa
00/14•111ne es
5541. OR, ham.*

$1 900

*25 14 and 815 15

855 14 8A5 14
145 15
885/9001/15 15

FREE!
FREE!
$1.00

ONLY

TU

Free blood pressure tests were given at points over the
city last week during National Wart Week under the supervision of registered nurses Picini( c! in a photo by Hunter
Love is a scene in the Bank of Murray where Mrs. Whitt Imes
was in charge of the station
About two hunttprd Cub Bennis and their fathers met
Last night at the Woman's Club House in the annual Father
and Son Banquet .Rev Paul T Lyles was the principal speaker
Faculty 'members for the Science Institute sponsored by
the National Science Foundation at Murray State C•
this summer, have been announced by the co-directors oi tn
Institute, Dr Walter Blackburn and Dr A U. Wolfson.
John Tucker, 4-H Club leader from Kirks*, and D. R.
Carpenter of the Southeastern Tractor and Machinery Company of Nashville, Tenn., were instructors at the 4-H Tractor
ikantenance School held at the Stokes Tractor and Implement Company,

INN MOW

i

atom Cflac,Chreger.
Clailiaerest„ tannin, Oids

Ton Year!.Aop TiodeY
LLDG

BIG BONUS

Ruck Chen, Chrysler,
DeSoto. Dodge few.
Ford. Msp. /Mercury, Olds,
Plymenth. Pontiac

WASHINGTON - Sen. Edward M Kennedy, D.-Mass.,
recrignmerigUng a five-point program to overhaul the draft:
"Our present system is neither fair, nor equitable nor
just."

•
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DEALER
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•

1.

-

N.

"

-

I, 1987
Mincer; have

Thorn, R
,
tite 6, Murray.
•Diaessisals, February XI, 1967
Henry Julian Harrell, Route 3,
Visiting Hours: 2:30 p.m. to Benton; Mrs. Reba Jewell Mize
4:00 pm. and 7:30 p.m. to 8:3G and baby girl, Route 5, Murray;
p.m. Visitors 'are urged to strictly Mrs. Betty Lou Palmer. Route I.
observe these visiting hours and
when they do visit to make then
stays brief Patients must have
quiet in order to get well am
doctors and nurses must have the
Line to administer proper treatment In privacy

Hospital deport

Three Nashville Men
Die In Plane Crash
—
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
The bodies of three Nashville,
Tenn., men were found today ill
the wreckage of their small light
plane which crashed in a degolate,
(rilly section of Southern Kentucky.
The Civil Air Petrol said the
wreckage was first spotted by a
helicopter pilot, who reported the
"location to a ground crew. The
trash site was about four miles
north of Bcrwling Oreen in a
worirlt--1 arca.
frctimi were taken
drirS•Cif
to Morgantown.
•A CAP mottcanan said the
wreckage was mattered over a wide
area. A Butler County coroner
was flown to the scene by henecPter
Four haN••opters from Ft. Campbet!, Ky., _arid Civil Air; Patrol
units ham /misted around -Aron
in the search since Wednesday
night. Reecuers were hampered
SEA OF TRANQUILITY—Thie photo- (lefty sent trochees Pasadena. Calif.% from 03 miles eye.%
by snow and muddy roads.
the Moon by Lunar'Orbiter 3 covers an area three miles by four miles Second photo te
I,
Aare
an
plane,
the
The pilot of
an enlargement of the lower righthand corner and covers an area three-fourths of a mile
Commander, was Identified SW
square. Lunar Orbiter is looking for a spot for the Apollo in the Sea of Tranquility.
Reddie L. Massey of Donelaon.
Tenn., a sitainut of Nashville. The
identification was made by Harris
Abernathy, a ' partner of Abernathy Auto Parts In Nashville,
"One man was in the barn and szunded like there might be someWIlloutt& Jr. president of H D
owner of the plane.
se heard the plane up over the thing Wrong.
cutts Co
The passengers were identified
"He decided to go out and take
''He heard
Butler County Sheriff J. B. Mc- barn," McKinney said.
Nashville .businessrnen,
as two
it making a terrible noise. It a look, and before he got out of
George Stein, ii6reiettrig man- Kinney said today two farmers
:he barn, he heard It crash.'
afternoon.
**ger for Ferro Corp., and H. D. heard the crash late ThurarlaY

A
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Admissions, February 21, 1967
Mrs Bertha M. Kimbro, 337 1rvan, Murray. Master Jeffrey W.
Downey, 534 Broad, Murray. James R. Smith. Route 2, Murray;
Johnny 0. Edwards, 511 Broad
Street, Murray; Mrs. Effie M Gar'
. Bente- --t,- Farmington; Her,
1;hat;floutc 1. }WM: "drat
sej4.
Kuril Hillman, Halite 5, Murray;
,Clifton L. Jones. Brune 4, Murray; Mrs. Shellie Strader. Box 143,
Haul; Mrs. Maggie Orr, Raute 4.
Murray; Mrs. Crit M. Lowry, I=
Moorland Drive, Hopkinsviae; Mrs.
OMR Dell Tinsley, 206 East imm.
Murray; Mrs Mary Roselle Starks,
600 Broad, Murray; Mrs. Juanita

Phone 753-4669

Offers Expert Service
Efficient... Courteous ...Dependable
Reasonable Rates
JOHN P. STEWART

RALPH MORRIS
* Small Appliances
* Major Appliances

*

Int

MISMATCHED—Mrs /Awash-- ana Maahek holds the "pair"
of license plates she purchased through a currency
exchange in Chicago, and
had on her car for several
days before noticing they
don't match numbers.

IS JI lrUgASUKS INSTEAD OF A TAF.%
WW1 IiiiiOrniki\
PROTEN

WILDERNESS - No. 2 Can

,Cherry Pie Filling 43c SIRLOIN STEAK 79fb
\,
MMII
11nrAI
111.111Watch
Your
FruitCocktail 2.i,69c PORK STIEAK 39c
Wives...
' ALFIE
391‘1, TOIS MURRAY!
COMING
Pork&Beans 3for 39c SPARE RIBS,_
LEAN

I

FREN11

r!
Quintell Ostiron

Ralph Morris

GOVT INSPECTED. WHOLE

St NH'S - No. 303 Can

Hominy

John P. Stewart

* Wiring

HUNT'S - No. 300 Can

3 for 2.9c FRYERS

whole

UNCLE BEN'S CONVERTED GREAT NORTHERN

• BUSH'S - No. 303 ('c' ii

Turnip Greens 3 39c Beans

Groat Northern

Box

21.

AUNT JEMIMA
1 -Lb. Rex

Pancake Mix
.%ND . . . 12-02.
•IK

Syrup
Giant Size

Caine In
g l.a buyl

650
•

years to

9W

Mei it an SS with Camaro's new 325-hp VB.

Ili both: SS with Rally Sport equipment.

Quart

Instant Oatmeal 39c Salad Dressing

39c

1'1 It

LIPTON'S - 48 ('ount

59c Licorice
— FROZEN —

PRODUCE

Banquet Meat Pies
-6 r(DR $1.00
pig. 19
SLAW
TURNIPS - - Dry Skin Formula
790
TOMATOES _ _ 290 Lotion
JERGENS - Reg. 81.25

VANILLA WAFERS-

clee —
uitlih
os
un
12
S

•

Make It a Rally Spoil with hideaway headlights.

both 55e

••• %I 11) 110%11.

Tea Bags

3.)

Talcs a Damara,sport coupe or °cavern's.

Family Sire

•••in

25c,
Reg

QUAKER
at your
out them.
ens we're

•

* TV and Radio
* Stereo & Record Player

STOKELY'S - No. 2} Can

IZES
PremAir car.
Car

ray.

QUINTELL OSBRON

175

!!

101
5

H. Evans, Route 2. Hazel; Mrs.
Margaret E. Evans, Route 3, Murray; Mrs. Wilma A. Lyons, 415
North 5th Street, Murray; Wm.
Wallis Houston, Route 3, 3dtie

.

W

BM▪

Kirksey; Witham H. Pace, Route
2, Murray; Master John M. Lung,
414 South 12th" Street, Murray;
Misses Martha L. Long, 414 South
12th Street, Murray: Mrs. Ploy
Herr.dm Route 2. Murray; John

205 S. 5th Street
Census — Adults
Cen.su, -- Nursery

"Ti

E P.S
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lb. 80c
JIFFY
CAKEMIX

Add these,
or whatever else you like:

2 boxes 25
MAXWELL HOUSE, GLASS - 10-Or.

Coffee Maker and
Coffee -- - - $1.49

• Custom Interior
• Sports Console
• Vinyl Roof Cover
• 4-speed Transmission
• Stereo Tape System

GM

f.•

1•••• se

Holcomb Chevrolet
MURRAY, KY

35 PING
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Simmons-Williams Engagement
1q47

IBIEM••••••••••••• em•••••••••••-•••••••••••...••••••

's And Ifothers
llosoored At Party
Rv The Salem WMU

Social Calendar

Banquet Of Alpha 1 Household Hints
Omicron Pi Chapter Taking up hen-tines? Use the! tut fr.io the skirt to
Is Held Recenly materal
make an extra beet.
• ••
Delta Omega chigger of Alpha
Omicron Pi celebrated the anheating ducts,
psur.i.ng
It:!are
tuversa-y of 4.8 sixth year on :71d
r
plpes
prible
ating
hetta
a w
wland
:
1 P:o
t:
the 3.u-ray UnitersIty c.vimus
with a banquet honoring the par- attv acvisea for this purpose. s,.
ants of the members on February --tree -the Nal'.:mai Faint. Varnish
12 at the W:_man's Club HCtlse
They
,nd I aniticr dii.ss pcia tic ti
ell with ShanDuring the banquet achcdarrittp 112I
ards were presented to Paw Dual,
LINNINIed _ Amu TkIS3
Mumford, Carol Davis. Sheri
and 1..hada Durham
Ideal collegiate and ideal pledges were also introduced. For the
fall semester Sandy Woodward
was Well Coantate and Bartiara, Bst was Ideal pledge.
A plaque was presented by the
senors Much wit bear the names
at the winner of the It....bbye Mc
Carter award.

in&
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THURSDAY -- FEBRUARY 23, 1967

NOW"AY. IIIRTUCKT

Theesday, February 23
17 :bh at Murray State UrnThe WILo of the Sheen BapIS four pa 111411 Joan tin Church gave a valentine par-ray MTV fitsb-Distriet
11vin the stew emiss of the
Wes ey Founlist- ?mitt. resident el the Shyerne.:1 meet st
A. oda =lame the 01.°- church Wednesday evening. Fedo.3n eit Murray Mate University at
Mias Crinue Evans, r:1m
sere* pm
i,ruary 15. in honor of the YWA's
• ••
interented to
petastlent, urges
lane Mew it:tethersThe Creative Arts Depart
a.
Thom attencLng were the Y W A
• ••
te the Mum, w-"thhh.5 Chat ana Nagader, bars. Hilda Winchester;
A atilt
_211a_Littpact„..P1.
.4N— Mr," MOWt
451
ti-1/-3,9-4.1111M-Joyas Kay Tame-and ,motki—
scAA
i
i
-Mil
.reihated by the glee
*I
eMadames or. Mks. Anna Lou Tarry; Mum
Association aiN have • luncheon sAL
and r.sii:Aeth Phelps gave a talk
John
mesh12
at the Haladay Inn at
RS* TOWSIMIC
Realtr• lack ital.*Rtzws an! mother.
hi -My 14fe As An AOP"
11;s Nacme Turner. RN . Ida le Anat.s.:n. CMS Pcerscn and Rob- pnyn Rogers; atm Deabie calPa.:ow:rig the banquet he patthe Men ;Mk a- Far resereatime SO Donlifne
CalRuth
Mrs
:slather,
un
h
I
ents were entertained in the new
• ••
753-52/0 or 753-3412
• hattn, and Muss Teresa Knight.
aarcrity :men in the Paialacienie
..-_znees tac..hee was enatie te
Seri Sink* Phi sacirszy
building
T •• Cease! School PTA ex- inset at dee racial hall en Ina cat' bac 1:se of Ltnevt Teresa's
-u v
g - Ned wilt meet at the Drive st Jerez pin. with Mrs sunT atz-40. a-licher Mrs Veliiert
Sm-ma ThCZII:Cfl BA hostess.
at :eri &M
cf.
as her mothm•
•••
°Mew &needing were as folTanday, Itebraary 72
ne stagairme nub will have a
lows: Mrs. W.an.e Crcor.h. Mrs
The K.-tiry Mammary School sue len er. me, rail Huleime
are as it :he Woman's ChM
lizuee
beth Matthews. Miss
ItiMpcsaU°12 win MTS.
e Sunday Seth.:21 e'er*
•• •
une mrs.
Re regime Meeting at the .
of the F rat F•art.::: Chur.h met 1
OTOvP 131 *tit silibool at 1:31 pal. Mr& James w "ten
at the ciable- SIj Ftrat'atator I
•"). W-lavien
fuener ilee Wined • special
W M7
-:
Monk.y, Fca-.1.-Y 20 " kir"
orry at _grans
i
7:30 p.
-',e n h • -••• •.•
iresiden
ql-Wiy ::: .:4.̀
.t n the even.rig.
;
•••
•
gram. Her opening snesch was
Sirs. "1..j Litunrig _gave the di
of Øe
.* --sEis:men
both inaptrIng and challen;ing.
t'r.tlon '..:•21 her ez.1F0tart Rifling'
s Chi erill meet
W
Mrs Ruth Ci_houn read the'
be.ng fr:en Matthew 5 1-;2 an.1
pm
*
7
at
ash
troth
Cr
I
.
,love chapter of the SA e
Mr topes ma* -my Duty,' and
Mesdadies ..'irATCS
be
w• t 41
1 O. Ur ;he levotlanal thcught.
Me Day By Dar.
-Lard Sep.
SUNIINOAU,
Wa,
Orayer was by Mrs. Sue Faster 4
Papa was led by Cods CalkwelL
Laid, A, Haber: Naha, Woodall HOFF, On
Miss Daserak Ann Samoa*
Mrs. Kilsabe% Matthews read a /
A Mart business me-tmx-fiteiACL. and Dossed Crawford
Annonneenseat has been made T,L,..,.n -newt ef war par our 1
-oridesc.t.. by the class prts.dent.
t••
anMurray
Street
Ninth
Scuth
Simmons,
Bennie
Mrs
and
.a Mr.
.-. . .& 034Bgt Theta of Miss Janice , yw A.
•
Mrs Cal.zwek.
Fri'ay. February 14
and approaching marriage of their daughter.
OS: RAY of enattanez41:- Te°11-.
F - .:... -e the devot.ons: per:od. nounce the engagement
C..ir-up Five, Mrs. Toy Lennins.
lark
- :..pr!na-s 3aptAt
and
Mr
The
of
aon
W,toau3$,
Timing
to Charles
- :L.--- - :- as. n-a .1-3= :f r'
- eshm.:•:•....3 c-raistlIst cf mod- Deborah
zsgitaln, tea In charge of the a:
5C1111A hem a ausa.:„In study Ch .t
One.
Route
of Murray
.an..:ga_ M.
, ,
sar -3 the a c.
,
.es, p ].:a • a C.--17••• 0:Ives, pick.:ea antes C. Wilfhese
--anannents and served refres:i
on he book. 'forest Traus to
The blids-elect is a senior at Murray Mph acmes.
detann.er al 14:. and WI- Owl"
a.es, >ate and punch were serv- 1
mina
Joaper. to be conducted
•
M. Wm= was in the graduating class of lade of Murray
- iis and the ed
C. Ray of Chistten.,
Thole ex &rent were MESEAMES 1..
1
by Mra ChM C1.
Ls now espploYed at the Ledger and Times. He is
Deomsticna were that appro- ' nigh &hod add
Ill- Ctleten
'
Wash --teediar, T. C. - Osai
tren--7etthter- at "
Marases-hasie- nations at Parris Ialsead where ha OR
for-ahe
leming
$
-3
kr *te •
"
111.MAY antMurray gnaw. James
A beignilsold Swam for Mrs -C: Mar
owe
months.
for
stationed
be
tate °-'- Ina table was covered with • white
Olen Hodges. A. L. Bailey, Odell*
femily who lag
nes gig,
Mrs. Loyd *Aft of Pluiadelldtak i satin doth with streamers of red
Vance. allefiCEI B. Rian. John 73
their Meele mid sentents by flie
Caldwell, Mrs Stanfora Ancint• Lovins, Baxter Mt;cy, Max Bea'e,
MIN Mr *Be LS the ails el 1 amp pave- and hearts of various
wed/ be seposbiered by Merrey
Mr
Mervin
Voris Wells, Mrs
Morrie Puri:Men Outland, Char.ss ENTLINI,
"of Alas made et red rhbon. conz "Id
had lars'
ampast Re Mt Order of the ar
LILA), Mrs Fred Norkinan, Mrs Allen McCoy. Earl Warford. Co
Chaetanooge 'It an.
I sheselikai paper and white bace
Raster* gag. likmdlers and friRue Overtiy and Mra. Olen Rode Caldwell, Henry
Warren, Toy
The trale-eaar2 la a rradhate °e ls decorated heart *aped cake i
ate may
ends Alp wish be
eis i s heir red =woes were wad
Tyner Huth School where she.
honorsi Leaning. MI* Prances Brown, and
les, who presented
tare didge to dir Masonic Hall
Regemiewilm illimen. Senior Bead- ow as avatar piece
The timely home of Mrs.
Miss C:*vie likable.
with a silver tray
betweem tile hems of one to hie
aid ham offbeat
ty.
fedissiten the pertaggatigh of tile Parker on the
pm.
for two Mat Or was also a nigaselimente several gamma, in woe Um airtime Saluidep, 110dieu.
wassmer
Tri-11-T ettab gas tab Ale itiense of Valentine are 4, for a tea Mesa 4a
or of
aka 'tee wm0111M-7-111- -1,4esse
sisset Aim Jame /try Tar- Tire.- Steve Allai-TRIMY: a ream
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The A•pha Department of the ebbs
candy ad the door
Murray Woman's Clth 'MU meet
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The former miss Peggy Jean
at n,on at She dub Waage Hos- five Shia* in Sae NW Mat- prise
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• • •
James Neel of Hickory bellalhe the
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the INISKIhile
'Ride of Steve Allen 10003y. wan
sad
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Jonnmon. Dr. Able
County Asher goes teeposia *St
of Mx and Mrs A:len McCoy of
Mrs lea Cbaueleedl
On is now sieglicesall ly
•••
Murray on January Tia In Paducah
Chattanooga.
in
C-irp
Approximately seventy guests 0,laasiday, liebreary 27
illielbeet O. Wier at Murray haa
the haws
Mr
The C.tioway Onwsiy Branch M
White Is a graduate at Mee dismimed from the Western ton/30d the tea be.ween
at two and tour o'clock.
11sE1111 lesspita. Paducah.
the Associalicet of Chlinsood Mae Chattanocen atf BbIll
The tea table was covered with
:nee. in the e•esisen- and the tires eralty of Tennareee
: •
yellow cloOl. overlaid and drap•
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of
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Richard
Mrs
and
Mr
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a
alth a Baeheios (
business adnuntstration His social Murray Route nee are the par_ ed with yellow net The centereon. rawid mews,. piece was of Ant:lulls and white
Lambda Chi Alpha eats or
frsternity
stock flanked by ohne tapers hi
Ile la • aMilable at Ole chat- washing soma pounds three duneWatch
ar.00ra Junior Clmenher of Com- es. born ni WM PnI on menday, silver cantle holders Other table
men:* and serves se a member of rebruarr a. at the mureay_icasse_ appointments were of sliver and
Your
crystal. Dainty sandwiches, cookies
ray CQuelly *With
.za Rased ag Directors.
•••
and punch in the yellow and
Wives...
The gro-eiset isemployed by
Del- white color scheme were served
of
Ziiis
Carl
atm.
and
Mr
Oen_
a
.
ia
.
dog
"
the
An arrangement of Jonquils and
ter Route One announce the berth
palsy
stark adorned the mantel In the
weighing
Fay.
Lisa
daughter.
a
cf
irity, minket sad ampubir.,
en seven pounds, born at 12 ID pm. living room.
the mammy. sad who
MOD Roth Lassiter greeted the
co Monday. February 20 at the
the Ward at 0600111011.
they entered and preedam a be_ alurray-cs.loway County Hospital gush aa
Aprei Ida „
of
They have one son David Wayne mated them to the members
of
planned.
IOW. age 3% Grandparents are the receiving line composed
Buel Huggins of the bride, h. r Mt,the Mts. James
Mr and Mn
Mrs.
Molter Route One and Mrs. I. O. Real and her mother -tn-Mer,
Alien McCoy
Cook of Murray
••
.
The isonaree was 'mewed in a
What gives with men's sports pink wool dres and wore a carHOT
coals is coior - in aohda. stripes. sage of white carnations
chats dr OWL yes butalso in mother, Mrs JOTtlee Heft wore a
prints Oantiamen's Quarterly in navy ensemble and her motherth current Mae features linen tn-law, Mrs Allen McCoy. wore
Rickets ft- a many-colored slant an sous double beat mutt- Leah
*
TODAY thru SATURDAY
*
paisley aVilat, a polka dot Jacket wore a corsage of white carnat-

obel
Mum-skimp actress
Welch la arm-in-ann with
tee. trunw•ger. Patrick Curtis,
in Paris before their V a Ientine's Day marriage.

9(el

•••

•
•••
•
••••
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Devotional Speaker
At Dorcas Meeting -.
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\ THE LIOVITIATOR GOTS

Lots ot

teople vay

WIth the eeln-sim dots in brown ions.
Rostesem for the creanon were
as a tan-iplit haderround, and a
ohne autism *Prat with red Mn. Johnnie Patter, Mimes Ruth
edges. ea. Mary Lbes&ee, Mrs. cocue
and bluerilibb don

•

A
4(;
1 11?
equipped the same way.
So why settle for a smaller car?
if you pay for a big car, get one.
See us soon.

Take Charge...move up to

FROM ONE NOT Offf OF
INTRMUE TO ATIO7MFR

CHRYSLER'67
AUTHORIZED DEALERS

CHRYSLER
MOTORS
CORPORATION

•

A 11011.
LIQUZDATOR
TIIE

inucti.

as

Right now we're pricing luxurious
Chrysler Newport, al lust a few
dollars a month more than you'd pay
for the most popular smaller cars

SUNDAY

get as

TAYLOR MOTORS,
PiliAVIDOt

A MMEDALID HAILE SELASSIE, 775th conseflittre Scd‘.roonie
Ethp ,pis, is escorted in the White House by
ehtpldree
President Johnson after • reception for the visiting ruler,

Murray, Kentucky

4th and Poplar
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Ntedlect 6r rejection in child.
pacify to be gently, friendly, loving try to destroy or overcome it. If t6 be oni a constant alert* for trouble,
Orgiderate and kind. We also have something happens in our lives to trigger-ready to run or fight back. hood. A child who is ignored air disliked may tend to feel this is isaslern
.111 us the capacity to be fearful, as. make us continually defensive or
121 A constant air of doom and
fault, that he lacks the qualities to
spictous, hateful, arstry, destnicte hostile, then this kind of commas heIf
infancy
from
the
home.
in
gloom
make him lovable and aceetstable.
lve aad cruel. Thenegative emotions comes more or less fixed as part of
on, a child is surrounded by an air The self-deareeeang Child betritell
may serve the purpose of sell Pres- our regular way of beriavint, even
of gretting and complaint, he may an adult full of insecurity, self-doalit
erVation. They act as divices to pro- when no real threat, is prevent.
grow up with the impression that and fear, lacking confidence and setf
:
tact us from physical danger (Me
These characteristics develop as
the wtuld is full of nothing but troan attack by a dog) as well as pay- a result of several different kinds of
and expecting to be hurt,
and that'everyone is trying to assurance
uble,
clip/mica' danger (like an moan or experiences, especially in early Chadeon- )4gnored or rebarteri.
take advantage of him. He
scolding, or insecurity on the Mb). hood. Among these are:
anticipide trouble even
ditioned
Of course, scene children can stand
Confronted by either kind of threat,
(I) A lung and wearing siege of when none exists. This attitude,
Troublesome People Are People in
emotional stress better then olaboliii
to
tend
will
in
childhood,
formed
hard
or
tragedy
Trouble—How Does This Happen? we get Scared and run, or else we trouble, sickness,
and suffer fewer lasting effeots.
a person persist in adult life.
Reels one of us is born with the ca- turn on the source of danger and luck. This can condition

„Troublesome
People Are
In Trouble
14
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ER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF

ROAST 4-,- .
K
UC
CH
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3
(iis_tB.3739„3,$)

ARM OR ENGLISH )CENTER
CUT
CUT
554
BLADE

bold
**WORLD FILM FAVORITIS" as chosen by the Hollywood Foreign Preen Assoolation
their -Golden Globes" in Hollywood. Steve McQueen (left) receive, NH from Natalie
Wood and Julie Andrews gets a hug from Rock Hudson, who presented hers.

rat

don't

CURIOUS
DEA* CITRIOVS: If you want to
be abeeledelly settler, say year final
geedidghe at ter doer, and let the
bey walk himself to his ear.
•

'DeanAb

MOVIE

DEAR ABBY My wife has been
overweight- ever since we have been
married, which has been 10 years.

ore

nnie

4
"ees

Cfrer

1

PAGE
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THE LEIlltiER

Nose in the Wrong
Place, Again!

4

was vlattank us and the subject of
weight came up. He asked my wife

how much she weighed, and shesaid she ci tell him "larer"—but not
in front of me. Then she called him
into the kitchen later and told him.

After he left I asked her how much
she weighed and she refused to tell
me
kiting end envies areamell larieriff
as much as he has been wen with
What do you LIM* of a wife let=
- Theee--la =seeable, posollor wetdd keep her weight a
going on here.
her hi.aband. but would humiliate
At present Herman is unemployed him by revealing it to a stranger/
MAD
and is mooching off these two
worrier The mother is a widow and
DEAR MAD. Your wife, wegebag
should be Irking out for heard
weal
As a friend of the family, I "Wald of heI overweight. ntay nos
of
like to see Ugs relationship termin- to komallate HERSELF to gisas
yes—and- perhaps Herne
&tad. But how?
comment She needs yaw Help,
INTERESTED PARTY
net your censure.
DEAR INTER..%TED. If Elsie,
•• •

By Abigail Van Buren
DIM ABBY: What Is jeer opin.

ion ad HU* altuationt Wake is -St.

illerti011teritill-MININNse-1•11117-1111Pman has been dating,pets lar 10
Mao weds her
yearhilieldrihes

mother and Herman has • room
somewhere. but he practicaly lives

at Vale's.
•

X

She has kept her weight a secret
- -even froni me.
Last week •college friend of daft

•

These three have gone on long
tries together, and have been seen
at movies and all over townlogether,
but get this Herman has been awn
with Vale's mother ALONZ (mar- bar soother and Herman are happy;
-I- ewe% awe wag the

Moving or
Improving. Get a

KitchenAid
Dishwasher
from a kitchen
specialist.

•

y•ii ern

co

WrIat teeox
should concern angoras else. As I 411111,34golgs. L NS Per
ere It. what Mewed be "terminator $jeriØal reply. indose a steams&
Is yew pre-weepisalea with seallo.
eagehme.
•• •
body Wore booloses.

wh do the fish
(Anis
111
frozen tis1f1,ners
taste fresh-cooked

MAR ABBY. What would make
a 36-year-old man auddenly start
westing elevated Woes?
FLA BEIEHO ASTECI

DEAR FLAW-ERG ASTED: He
probably wants to be on "she level.
•••
DEAR ABBY When a boy Is
visaing a girl at her house and the

girl walks him out to his car, should
he walk her back to the door? My
boyfriend thinka he Would. but I

• • •

The Pap test for Menne drew is
a shoplift procedure your doctor can
wham right In his offtoe It is
IMOIML It doesn't hurt Most important. it can save your life The American Canoer Society sums that all
&data women have•Pe.tele as part
of their annual chadiellt

LB.

CURT
IBSLB.79c
.5
7 ilmst

Rib Roast

LAMB SALE!

LEG' 0
LAMB
(oLE69,
LB.

•

Because you cook the fish.
.only 20 minutes,
It take* no longer than heating pre-cooked frozen fish..

9
99t (
OR

RIB

cuT
sa.
LB. 494

M ELCBK.Si

LB.

U.S D.A. FROZEN
1016 LBS•
GRADE A

Turkeys
Sausage
1/4 Pork Loin
DinnerscAp.
Sitrinip

LB.39t

(L6 490

Here's what we do:
We dip the fillet in milk batter.
Bread iLTop it with butter.

ICIECRORIINGTHOT
CliOP

CAP N 1011N HADDOCK
( SHRii6P 110Z. PKG. 6Se )
4 eREAPE0
10/0.
104)Z. ricc. 1St)

We binds the peia.

2-1.132

So everything's'done at onee (is only XI minutes)
when you cook R.

Oranges
Apple

The result.
A fish dinner that tastes like the ti•il is fresh-cooked.
It should Because it is.

r BEANS

Aar

LB.
BAG

111
RTCCO,(
00601111GSKC 1114.111E GREAT ATLAKTIC !WIPE TEA

in alto es

FRESH VINE RIPENED
FLORIDA

SPE(IAL SALE THIS WiEll MILD AND MELLOW

EIGHT O'CLOCK COFFEE
Ajax
Cleanser
23t
16c
1

19c

II&

Pole

They're one of many.

Max
LIQUID
WITH AMMONIA
( T. 8-0Z.
911c
T2-61.
ROT.

LB

LB. $179
BAG I

(SAVE 206

ncirthle Groceries
Depe
Borax
57c
Mayonnaise
t
Kraf
35c
Fab
se
& Chee
1411. 4-01.13C Macaroni
,
BOX
A&P Tuna
3-111.1%01.77t
4 890
Puffs Facial Tissues
110X
4 99e
ue
Tiss
d
Clou
e
Ajax WhitDoir
y Buys!
LAUNDRY
OT. JAR

• Te-02.

AftP OISHER
nn

WROTE

7.0z. csms

•'w

PKGS.

LIGHT
CHUNK

(SAVE eel

DETERGENT
(3-LB. l'4-0Z. BOX

NATIONAL
Come in and see
some of the outstanding features
of Model 770A.
Learn how
Reversomatic II' automatic.
ally frees jams.See how easy
it is to use the Magnetoocho
drop-in-place Start Control.
Listen to our "quiet" story.

2-ROLL
PKG.

COCONUT-ORANGE-SAVE 10t

LB.

LG. BOX

KRAFT CHEESE SPREAD
SAVE 11i 2-LB. PKG.

Cold Power 34-51-07./tes-`8.04.02$1.31
Plisoitve Lisphi 're; 354 87c
6.61. ant. 57(
Vel Liquid..'TT
68t
Sodiy Liquid Bath
57c
Florient Deodorant
79c
Ad
71-0Z. SOK 42t
Action Bleach
PKG. OF 10
48t
'Handl-Wipes
1-Pr.

4-07, SOTTLE

L.

34.8. 7-0Z. BOX

Detergent

FiLE IIIELET

and

OK GS.

OF 200

770

P"

FENTON
HODGE

wISC. AGED CHEDDAR SHARP
SAVE 10e

PKGS.

MARBLE OR CRESCENT POUND

84TH SIZE

any disposer
be sure to see

so,hen Planning.
Supply is limited
so hurry.

29C

Cheese 69c
33c
68C
e
c
A
39c
(SAYEE6
Cak
29c
B2
Soap
live
Palmo
98t
ta
vee
Ve
Palmolive Soap R"'",..4 45(

Before you buy

52 pes• Rehm
Homipt &Gardens
ri• to better

A

5 39t
69c

JUICY FLORIDA

BA THR00,4
(SAVE 9,,

t•iNINC,

.1

RED OR GOLDEN
1 0 FOR
DELICIOUSt100-113 SIZE) 1

One important tip.
Be sure the oven IS realty pre-heated to 400'F.
shopping
Are our Cap'n John's Frozen Fish Dinnets a good reason for

-01.
511
0
1411.

Let us show you a KitchenAid
dishwasher for your,kitchen,
your budget. But regardless
of model or price, you get the
tame dependable washing
and drying action. There's
no skimping on outstay or
performance in a KitchenAM.

19

G
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Partly cook the potatoes.

14-01.
CAN

LA-MB
BREAST

LAMB I
CHOPS

LAMB
SHOULDER

SUPER RIGHT PURE PORK

You see, we're sort of fanatics about fresh fish flavor.
So we refuse to pre-cook the fah.

• ••

Per Ifersy's booklet. "Hew to Have
a Lovely %Hiding.- mend l to Abby.
Sox WON, Lee Angeles, Cid. 1,1011.

LB.

MIT - SHOP Metropolitan Opera star Licht Albanese studies
a plere of the old Met building in New York OH the
set up by the %reeking- Company for those sea** eArriertibrances. This sal‘es those who cffrirted to save the edifice.

Cfiermin

Biscuits

JOIN THE FUN PLAY A W 4tos

SURPRIZE PARTY

D TO PLAY
YOU CAN WIN UP TO 51000- NO PURCHASE REQUIRE

CLIP THESE SLIPS

A FEW OF THE MANY WINNERS

Mrs. Howard Keener
Mr. Audie Miller
Mrs. M. E. Everett
Mr. W.J. Pitman
Mr. E. R. Collie ,Mr. W.0. Hatcher

PRICES IN T

SEMIS 91577

0

fie

1=

MIN
IC ON

tam.

m
C
:

t

noll
MU

AIM
as WNW

S AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. FEB. 25

I Marshmallows
JET PUFFED
A
-LB
PKG L"

33c )0,_1ot fir

AMES 9)827

111111 Wit

Mr. Lee Tinsley Mr. David Hull

PILLSBURY OR BALLARDS KRAFT
8-OZ.
00
stil
rL
O
y
2
1
1,
4
3
14
SAVE
OVAEI)1Y4
PKG.1_ 7
OF 10

BATHROOM TISSUE

t

,

Coffee
A&P 100

Clorox

BLEACH
79c
oT23tr.AT21_
I

COLOMBIAN

1 -LB.
CAN

35c
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Legend Becomes Easy Since
,.- . _Bill Russell Is In Lineup •
1

u

.. ''

.L .

.-:-.

lly VITO STSELDIO
UPI Sparta anise
theme basked:all - cosch Lou
Vaillasja Stand it a rather neatestealleategme tryIng to follow a
asaad -- but it's emy now that
, bies got • guy named lial. RAUsell in the lineup.
When the fabled Branch Mcw at the end ce theUs..
Cracke: rentired
.

•
S
•

Collegiate
.
Get
Teams
. •.
___

.

t

t

Kedge: E°hnenstlehl added /1
es Kansas beat. Oklahoma State
to boost its overall record to ta3 and its league mark to 9-1.
Western Kentucky won the Ohio
Valley Conference crown with its
victory' over Eastern Ke-ntucky to
clinch a berth in the NCAA tourhey for the second straight year.
r
insth moored 19 for Weste7
Greg SeL
and

Tines Western traded by 10
enviable job of trying to replace
aim in the basketball-mad Hood- points at osill time but gained a
miland It didn't hefts, Maser; that Wm ths at tee Mid Of regulgt1011
alli top room Mayers including time and a we, tie at she ezd
beta Van Arsdaln graduated from of the first overtime before 'purlow to a nwoi,lead, in the second
MOCractens last team.
The predictable result was that overtime that it never lost.
Toledo, 19-1. got )1 points from
ladtana finished in Use Bag 10
on Mix Mello routing Detroit.
last year - and wasn't mLOU -nimpar-loorotgaie and rat
-"tfle-eatitaix
-W•
year. Sat Monday Mehl the MT. RSey added a at Kentucky agensull_sa_ eamor_faio_to Georsto.
priaing-Illeosiers took over
in the Be Wyenandt broke three school
pairamion at first
tepty-turry Mg 10 race with a monde with a 42-point performam trimaph over Illinois while ante that enabled Vanderbilt to
lditions Mate eras Jrapping an rout Alabama.
110-64 decision to Ohio Stet&
Sterilise Climb
COLLEGE BA sa.rraittL
• _
The Hoosier climb to first place
RESULTS
is even more startling mince first
By United Prom intenuitaanal
straw guard Iry limner broke
East
his wrist two ganies ago in ari nf
lly Cross '73 Pardham 63
i
.
tat
42-77 Ices to Mohnen Se.
DMIIIIthe 77 81" )3°flaveriture 73
•. Bali that's when Watson caned IMO.
57 Pittsburgh 45
. on Bill Russell.
'Iliackeiell 115 Penn St 63
BM Russell? No kidding. this Maine 1111 Colby 80
Russell is a 6-2 senior ruard from Belknap Oil Canaan U

i
it

.

.

h s chance Amherst 92 Middienwit 79
4:1°Itlitala• Ind- who aet '
to mart only becauae Dinner wile joas. 32 Tono 83
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Harmon Killebrew In Doubt
Of His Season'Contract
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geometry, they'll study better and have extra energy
when

they drink All-Jersey Milk regularly. Scientific,
•

tests prove that AU-Jersey Milk from 100% Jersey

herds contains more body-building proteins, more
arid phosphorus than any other natural

calcium

:.-,

t

4

Whether young enough for abc's, or old enough for

P?9)14'

4 ....„,,,/

•t

provides more
body-building nutrients
than any other milk!

.

T
0 0'iA.:..iiiiiii,hs. aro•\
tip74
•
API

•I

i
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is

milk of the same cream content. This assures
teeth and bones. Yet AU-Jersey COSTS

stronger
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MORE THAN ORDINARY MILK.
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Plus an abundance
of energy-giving
lactose
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Early detection of uumine cancer
pays off, says. the American Cancer
Society. -rho Pap test can detect uterine cancer when It is practically
100 per cent curable. Women: Have
a Pap test every year.
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• • NLUD MUM All
tans
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MORE
PHOSPHORUS
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MORE
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MORE
PROTEIN
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seas! Ls almoet 100 per cent curable.
Ever/ adult Won= Should have a
i'
PatP WS atinualli.
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PEOPLES BANK

-

TITAN n missiles, liquid fuel rockets that cost from MOO,000 to $1 million a year to maintain, are being phased out.
says the Defense Department, In favor of the new solid
fuel Minuteman Ill, which can be readied and left alone
like a firecTacker. The Titans are 10 Wnes mon powerful
than the Minutemen, but the latter are adaptable to "cluster" warheads, now-favored concept There'll be about 1,000.
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collectors than doe* our own Fed.
east government The Italians are
in the promo of burning thousands at unman eternos issued in
lase and the Jollowihe few years
Litcause if they were Mid now it
is.ukt make collections for the
period a orthiass Our government
topped the ridiculous when It
was discovered that some Dag
nammershield stamps were lacking one color They printed millions more Just Ike them in order
to "be fair" to other collectors.
The people wbe had the original
stamps which lacked one color
really had something, for a while.

adopted. Memorial Day and Veterans Day also have no particular
Mee to tie them down Geoswe
Wastiltetton was actually born on
February 11, he says, so this could
he changed easily to Monday.
--Christasas could never be ()hanged He paste out too that no one
from December 25, he says, be- really knows the day Christ was
cause of the emotional factor.
born. The best guess was in August, fie continues.

all holidays be placed on Monday
Moat are arbitrary date.s anyway
tie points out. The ones he proposes are Thanksgiving, Memorial
Day, Fourth of July, Veterans
Day and Wadtington's birthday.

We Moll the snow yesterday and
preferred it to rain.
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on several different days, he says, He reports that in a poll taken
said Ferrie was a didn't know whether this was
Gan
810 why net Monday of the week by the US Chernber of Commerce
In our opinion, everyone reads the Ledger & Times. After sensitive mem satiable of "grea. same kind of om r_n or not. Just
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Of the 26th. He points out that 115 per cent of its 10,000 members Then too we wonder how
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with a lady at Col. Sanders' yesterday, we learned her sub- selentsfic areas"
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which
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ed_ on July 2, the date
indicate
they
Italian officiate
Piro* aispeeeed
seription -ran out and she hadn't had an opportunity to re- .
by the ewon.
argwnent.
appreciation of Oehtassdat Sidney Harris urges that rerroketion of Independence was We'll bey his
new it yet". If this has happend to you, may we suggest yo: New Orleans ponce detective have a raiser
Frederick S 075u1ivan testified betake care of this bit of business immediately.
Whatever may be your special interest, you will find it, fore the commiseen he and anir.spected Parand more, in the Daily Ledger & Times. From past experience other te•lice _fficec
whether n
see
airp_an,,,e
to
ries
you know you get all the news first, plus -social and church
oouid have been used to fly , Osnews and all sports If it's worth printing . . . it's in this
10--TiediaL
--liattitate"Seert'arkilliegriiiwttraDear-lAbbyr
--liyable
aII subscription rate
-in
If you, want year produel ot lionsffiress-Vb be Well trim
Terris was never connected direverywhere, and if you demand courtesy, accuracy and re- ect:4 *lib the assassination until
suits, you can't do better than running your ad in your own Gerrie= made his announcement
Wednesday
Ledger lk Times.
Fame had been 11 for several
There! We said it and we're glad!
weeks with encephalitis
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SMALL LEAN MEATY
He ran a flymg service from
Fishermen and Ladies: Have you purchased your fishing
New Or:earls lakefront airport.
Illcense? If not, please do so immediately. and save yourself
needless delay or added expense.
Our society has attained such heights of sophistication
LEAN BONELESS
and cynicism a person doesn't dare give credit to a pet son
or animal, unatss tie nappens to be a politician or dead. We
figure in either case our small efforts won't help either, so
we persist in "marching to a different drummer."
LEAN MEATY, BEEF
_
Many people live a lifetime being mentioned - twice. They
Isere born They died. There is generally much good accomplished between those two announcements, whicIs goes unmentioned.
What happened to old fashioned appre7iation?
•
•
•
Sykes joined the Ledger & Times staff a couple at
ago. He is eirculatibri managera s well as handling
anumber of other duties. The task of keeping so many people
happy is an impossible feat.
1 RIVERSIDE - 3-Lb. Bag
ARMOUR MATCHLESS - 1-Lb. Pkg.
Mr. Sykes is performing a most difficult task, unusually.
Well. With all of the -daily headaches- he survives, he remains cOurteous, helpful and a most agreeable fellow. "Out
rose to you, sir!
•
Morrell
We are unable to find the name of two of our friends In
A SUGGESTION - Dr- 1rwla
that "never ending roll of subscribers". We have been watchARMIN. aged of dentistry
11111 gift Canty, III., suging for Mr. and Mrs. AIMS Clapp of Calvert City to appear
goglii eat the 20 miliem
an the mailing list
ALleserkene who wear den They have totd us they want the paper started. Again
tures carry photographic
we say It ir't necessary to drive 50, miles to come by the
identification Like th:5 on office. A letter or call, giving your complete addr,
,ss and
bedded in them.
number will bring us right to your door We hope you will
attend to this is business, today!
•
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•
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No. 393 Can
NEW LAKE RARILVY IS FISHER8LAW5 PARADISE
There are 90 million people within a day's drive of Lake
12 Ounce,
Large No. th Can
Barkley. This new member to Ke7tuclry's chain of lakes
3-LB. CAN
118 miles long, with approximately 1,604 miles of shorelint
and at normal maximi!rn pool has a surface area of 57.92:
acres It lies alongs_de fainous Kentucky Lake in Western
Kentucky.
Bernard Carter, directbr of the Division of Fisheries, beGOOD OLD COt NTRY
lieves that this new addition to the Commonwealth's vast
major lake program will afford the best sports fishing in the
nation for the next few years.
Carter gave these reasons for his optimistic forecas'
PIM, the water quality is excellent, giving all forms of act....
Frosty Acres
tic life ideal living conditions resulting in a fast fish growth.
second, the lake is shallow, thus giving added quarters for
- 10-lb. hag 49°
good reproduction of fish: third, ample cover of bruah.1
Texas Seedless
stumps, rocks, and submerged islands throughout the entir
take giving much desired cover for young fish, and fourth.
P s lbs.
impounded Curnberiand River held an excellent stand of fin,
Fresh Firm Winesap
;we and panflah with a population explosion resulting at the
Frosty Seas
time of impoundment
Sib.
4 lb bag
During the past season excellent strings of large bluegW
Phlt
New Florida Red
were harvested by both bank arid boat fishermen. Many of
c.,sti Acres
these Dish weighed from a half to three quarters of a pound.:
2 lbs. 19
Black Baas have been so common that even a novice fisherle-lb. bag
man could catch a limit in a short time Bass fishing has beers
Fresh Crispy - large 36 size
Frosty Acres
so outstanding that during peak fishing periods it was not
lilt 00155 • ••• salt-styled
uncommon to catch two black bass at the same time on a
high priest of LSO Dr. 'Tim12-as.
-9
single lure.
othy Leery. is free on $2.1500
Most of the black bass caught last year 'were small. Howbond after this trip to mart
ever, one should be braced for a lunker at any time this
Ill Detroit. where he was
year. Many bass from two to six pounds have already been
charged with felting to ragtaken.
tee. as • narcotics violator
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Spare Ribs

Choice, Fully Mature Beef

Chuck Roast STEW BEEF

Field No. 1

49icb
69c, Sliced

Bacon

First Cuts

39Fb
Short Ribs
PORK) BRAINS 39!

lb. 39c

(Center Cuts _ _ _ 49e lb.)

1-lb pkg.65c

89c

49c PORK SAUSAGE

SLICED BACON

Wishbone

Big Brother

lk isselmazin

APPLE
Italian
Fruit SNACK
Dressing SAUCE
Cocktail
49c

3 for $1

FROZEN

3for49c 69c
PRODUCE
Molasbes
RED POTATOES _
99c
6 For, 29°
GRAPEFRUIT
39c

ORANGE JUICE _ 6 can 6 c;17 79°Swiss ss
PIES _ _ _ _
390
890
FISH STEAKS
39°
BABY LIMAS _ _ _ _
59r
PIZZA

Fresh Grade A Medium

Dvfore kaviti2, the country.
Ile crossed to Windsor. Ont.,
vii-th a tapir
r'
Of an lectures znel tried to
elver it to

11.11gibt4-.

Big Brother
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The BUDGCT
DOLLAR

"iiiporaties
lime Taxes

lacome Taxes

544

\
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Other
fired Charges
Veterans

334

114
All Other
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MACARONI
IV

4Other

Sorrowing

goys...

skinner - 111-oz.

Fatal Year 1968 Estifflate

7Cfross Ts

laterest,

!Mar it

$1.29

254

lalividoal

Yietn
ISpecfal
164 .

tEl

APPLES
POTATOES
CELERY

White Paper

WRAP Margarine PLATES
2lbs
39c
59c
69c
Heavy Duty Roll

Ilikeir it romafrem...

3 DOZEN

EGGS 3 doz. $1.

Reynolds

Access to Barkley Lake is available from launching areas
In the land Between the Lakes, through the canal that connects Kentucky and Barkley Lakes, and from commercial,
state and public launching sites along the eastern banks ot
this major impoundment

4-Lb. Pail

SORGHUM

2 Foci 25° *

Mrs. Hubbards

PIES
I Dot, Carton

r - too to Pkg

BAGWELL - 10 Ounces

Apple Grape Jelly 10 oz. 19c

29c
VARILLO CHILI
lso.
29°
can

Heinz Strained

-

BABY FOOD
4 FoR 39°
STOKELY'S PING

Nattone Defense

404

Pineapple-Grapefrult
Drink
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budHALF FOR AIM -This 131,47rt. Bureau ehart's breakdown of where the
*Mir gess shows that ea cents- more than half-goes for dermas and Vietnam.
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Atm nem

40',x. 290
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Sunshine -

HI-HO CRACKERS
33°
Bush

TURNIP GREENS
3 miii 2ge

PARKERS
FOOD

MARKET

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8 P.M.* We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
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